I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Chemical association, the clustering of atoms or molecules into pairs and larger groups of more than transient existence, occurs not only in hydrogen-bonding, polar, and ionic fluids, but also in systems consisting of neutral, symmetric atoms like argon. 1 These observations have inspired theoretical descriptions of association since the seminal ideas of Dolezalek 2 were advanced near the beginning of the century. Many modern theories have roots in the work of Frenkel and Band, 3 who, in 1939, developed very similar expressions for the distribution of cluster sizes and for describing condensation; see also Fisher. 4 Frenkel and Band treated clusters as noninteracting, acknowledging this to be an approximation. In 1955 Hill 5 developed a statistical mechanical formalism which provided a systematic density expansion for clusters of all sizes in a classical system specified only by the monomer-monomer interactions. Hill's rather elaborate theory provided a more physical picture than the mathematical clusters of Mayer's expansion theory, while remaining formally exact. Stillinger, 6 employing a modification of Hill's work, was then able to clarify the nature of the Frenkel-Band approximations. Smirnova 7 also elaborated on Hill's work, giving explicit expressions for virial coefficients in terms of suitably defined association constants and effective configuration integrals. Chandler and Pratt 8 explored association phenomena in dense fluids using a topological reduction of graphs also motivated by Hill's theory. Ebeling 9 emphasized the required equivalence between chemical and physical pictures on which we elaborate below. In terms of practical approximations, Heidemann and Prausnitz 10 made a seminal contribution by constructing a closed-form analytical approximation embodying all cluster sizes. Reviews of more recent treatments are given in the articles by Anderko 11 and Economou and Donohue. 12 Other noteworthy families of approximations, closely tied to statistical mechanics, have grown from Lockett's analysis, 13 Wertheim's work on specific binding-site models, 14 and from the cavity-functionbased formulation of Stell and Zhou. 15 The analysis presented below 16 grew out of work by Levin, Lee and the present authors [17] [18] [19] [20] on criticality in electrolytes, particularly in the so-called restricted primitive model ͑RPM͒, namely, equisized hard spherical ions, I
ϩ and I Ϫ , carrying equal but opposite charges. Although electrolytes are characterized by long-range, slowly decaying Coulombic interactions, in contrast to typical fluid models with Lennard-Jones or strictly short-range attractive forces, the issues of interest here prove similar in all these cases as will be evident from the background to be sketched.
Historically, in 1926 Bjerrum 21 demonstrated the importance of the association of ions in an electrolyte into ͑ϩ,Ϫ͒ or ''dipolar'' pairs by improving Debye and Hückel's treatment 22 of the RPM at intermediate and low temperatures. 23 Bjerrum developed a more-or-less intuitive expression for the association constant, K(T), for use in the mass-action law for the ''reaction'' AϩB C, with AϵI ϩ , BϵI Ϫ , while CϵI ϩ I Ϫ denotes a dipolar ion pair. 19, 21 Thus Bjerrum replaced the ''physical'' theory of Debye and Hückel ͑DH͒, involving only the overall densities of the two ionic species, a ϵ ϩ ϭN ϩ /V and b ϵ Ϫ ϭN Ϫ /V, by a ''chemical'' theory entailing three species: free ions, with densities a ϵ ϩ and b ϵ Ϫ , in equilibrium with dipolar pairs of density c ϵ 2 ϭN 2 /V. [17] [18] [19] 21 Naturally, particle conservation implies the relations
where the superscripts zero indicate the original physical picture. For electrolytes, of course, bulk neutrality dictates ϩ ϭ Ϫ and ϩ 0 ϭ Ϫ 0 for a total ionic density ϭ ϩ ϩ Ϫ ; but this feature proves of little significance here.
Despite contentious but essentially unavoidable arbitrary features, 17, 19 Bjerrum's treatment provides notable quantitative improvements over approximations which do not allow for association. [17] [18] [19] [20] These include significantly better estimates for the critical density ͑by factors as large as 9͒ and removal of violations of Gillan's thermodynamic bound. 24 It is, typically, just for such reasons that one seeks a satisfactory chemical picture. 2, 4, 11, 12 The Bjerrum-based electrolyte theories, moreover, turn out to match the ͑exactly known͒ RPM second virial coefficient asymptotically at low temperatures 19 even though ͑i͒ Bjerrum's microscopic definition of an ''associated pair'' involves an artificial temperature-dependent cutoff or clustering distance that vanishes abruptly at an intermediate temperature [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and even if ͑ii͒ the hard-core, ion-ion excluded-volume effects are neglected as was done originally. 17, 19, 21 An important conceptual advance was implemented in 1970 by Ebeling: 25 he proposed a form for the association constant that, in place of some explicit microscopic prescription, was chosen only to ensure that the exact ͑''physical''͒ second virial coefficient of the RPM was reproduced at all temperatures. Furthermore, Ebeling's prescription agrees with any reasonable microscopic treatment of the ''partition function of a pair'' ͓as normally invoked to define K(T) in the ideal gas limit 19, 26 ͔ at low temperatures ͑and low densities͒; then ion pairs prove very well defined-as revealed by inspection of simulations and analytically by explicit microscopic calculations. 19 For fluids with attractive short-range interactions this low-T feature is essentially a direct consequence of the standard statistical-mechanical expression for the second virial coefficient. 19, 26, 27 Despite the successes of the chemical/association theories for electrolytes, the present authors and Lee 20 recently discovered that both the Bjerrum and Ebeling forms for the association constant lead to serious violations of thermal stability requirements 28 at intermediate temperatures: Specifically, at fixed overall density the predicted configurational energy decreases with increasing temperature leading to an unphysical negative configurational specific heat. ͑See Appendix A for some details and note an early critique of Bjerrum's theory. 29 ͒ This pathology represents a violation of the second law or, equivalently, of the convexity of the Helmholtz free energy A N (T,V) at fixed ϭN/V. Furthermore, it is in no way restricted to long-range ionic systems: See Appendix A. Indeed, leaving aside the complexities particular to such cases, Levin and Fisher's general and seemingly reasonable prescription 30 for an association constant which exactly matches the second virial coefficient of an arbitrary short-range system suffers from precisely the same defects as those of Bjerrum and Ebeling. One ad hoc solution to this thermal stability/convexity problem was advanced in Ref. 20 , namely, adopting a fixed cutoff/clustering distance distance when defining K(T) along Bjerrum's lines: but ͑i͒ that fails to yield the correct second virial coefficient and ͑ii͒ its straightforward implementation leads to significant inaccuracies at high temperatures when the repulsive cores of the particles play the dominant role because K must remain finite even when T→ϱ. 20 But this forces one to face the question:
''How can particles with purely repulsive interactions be viewed as associating in pairs?'' These considerations lead to the basic issue addressed here: ''How can one incorporate into an associative or chemical framework as much of the exact thermodynamics as is reliably known, in a tractable way that does not violate thermodynamic convexity requirements? '' To pursue the answer systematically, we focus on particle systems consisting of two distinct ''elementary'' or monomeric species, A and B, which are assumed to interact via short-range or van der Waals, but not necessarily pairwiseadditive, forces. ͑However, most of the principles developed will apply mutatis mutandis to ionic fluids.͒ Following the lines sketched above, 9,25͑a͒ we approach such systems from two standpoints: ͑i͒ accepting a ''direct'' or ''physical'' picture, in which the thermodynamics is described solely in terms of the temperature, T, and the two elementary number densities a and b ; and ͑ii͒ in terms of an ''associative'' or ''chemical'' picture where the thermodynamics is specified in terms of three densities, namely, a and b for the ''free species,'' and c for the associated pairs or ''two-particle clusters,'' C, along with a mass action law relating the equilibrium densities corresponding to the reaction AϩB C. Single-component systems described chemically by 2X Y are analyzed similarly.
We then show explicitly how to match the chemical and physical descriptions exactly! More concretely, given the ''physical'' Helmholtz free energy, A N a N b (T;V)
, we demonstrate how to construct an associative thermodynamics-that is, an augmented free energy, A N a N b N c ϩ (T;V)ϵϪVk B T f ϩ (T; a , b , c )-such that when c is eliminated via the mass action law for any given association constant K(T), the thermodynamics implied by f in terms of a and b alone is precisely reproduced. By invoking particle conservation as in Eq. ͑1.1͒ the required equivalence can be expressed formally as
where the superscript ''eq'' specifies the equilibrium pair density c (T; a , b ) determined via the appropriate massaction law. Although the concept of this equivalence is not new ͑see, e.g., Refs. 5, 9, 31, and 32͒ we are unaware of any similar explicit and exact results for chemical pictures involving only a single type of cluster ͑or ''complex'' or ''compound''͒.
The use of just one representative or dominant type of cluster clearly yields a simpler and more tractable theory than any multiple-cluster formalism ͑unless strong, simplifying approximations are made͒. 4, 5, [10] [11] [12] 19, 33 It is equally clear, however, that such a treatment must represent a drastic simplification at the microscopic level when the system is sufficiently dense and one has in mind some specific physical image of ''real clusters.'' 34 By the same token, the fact that we can achieve an exact equivalence for any K(T) shows that our ''pairs'' must, in general, be regarded as ''dressed'' or ''renormalized'' or ''effective''-they will not normally correspond to some precise microscopic definition. Never-theless, as the example of the RPM sketched above demonstrates, a judicious choice of the association constant can ensure that in appropriate low temperature and low density regimes the most important type of cluster that is ''actually present'' is, in fact, accurately represented. 19 On the other hand, our formulation allows one, following Ebeling, 9, 25 to sidestep the intricacies of selecting and specifying appropriate or optimal clusters for use in a chemical picture: for examples of these, see Refs. 2, 5, 6, 13, 14, 19, and 34-38. Furthermore, the application of our construction to specific physical systems demonstrates that in the presence of C complexes, the effective A-B interactions are also modified or ''renormalized''-that is, they must differ from the original, elementary A-B interactions entailed in the physical picture. 30, 39 Beyond that, our constructions implicitly specify the ''new'' interactions between the C complexes themselves and between the ͑modified͒ monomers and the complexes. It transpires that there is considerable latitude available in choosing these higher-order couplings. The formulation, indeed, reveals precisely what freedom is allowed in these respects. Utilizing this freedom enables one to find chemical descriptions free from ''internal instabilities.'' The point, explained further in Sec. V, is that the mass-action laws represent nonlinear equations, and hence may allow more than one solution. A satisfactory chemical scheme must ensure that the solution corresponding to the overall free energy minimum ͑as a , b , and c are varied at fixed T͒ is the one that correctly reproduces the physical picture: otherwise spurious and, typically, nonphysical ''new phases'' will be predicted.
Needless to say, all these considerations apply equally to single-component systems. And, incidentally, the previously posed rhetorical question asking how to view particles with purely repulsive interactions as ''associating in pairs,'' will be answered explicitly-see Sec. VI D! Finally, we observe that if the physical thermodynamics is already fully known, seeking an equivalent chemical or associative description might seem of little practical use. It may, nevertheless, prove interesting and even instructive, in that it could lead to insights into the microscopic reasons for some particular macroscopic features. Our primary aim, however, as indicated by the discussion of electrolyte theory is, rather, to use the analytical prescriptions as tools and guides for optimizing approximate associative thermodynamic descriptions, without compromising basic physicochemical principles or losing any information that is known exactly or reliably ͑e.g., in terms of some well understood reference system͒.
The remainder of this paper, then, presents a general analytic solution of the main problem and demonstrates the application of the results to some concrete examples. In Sec. II, the question is precisely formulated and the notation for various virial coefficients, auxiliary free energies, etc., is introduced. In Sec. III, the chemical and physical pictures are related in successive orders in suitable virial expansions; explicit formulas are provided up to fifth order in Appendix B. Beyond that, Sec. IV describes the generation of exact, closed-form chemical thermodynamic representations for arbitrary physical specifications, that is, for arbitrary choices of a physical free energy and of K(T). As indicated, the formalism will generate an infinite set of nontrivial associative free energies which, when minimized via the appropriate mass-action law, exactly reproduce the physical thermodynamics. Nevertheless, as explained in Sec. V and alluded to above, the exact formulations are subject to certain practical limitations. Various examples, starting with simple cases including lattice and one-dimensional continuum examples are presented in Sec. VI, first, to illustrate the basic nature of the results, including the new, implicit interactions and, second, to generate concrete forms for hard-core reference potentials. The case of a van der Waals fluid is addressed in Sec. VI F where criteria for choosing a temperature-dependent association constant, K(T), are discussed: See also Appendix A where various significant features that need to be considered in assigning physically appropriate association constants are elucidated. Conclusions and some future plans are summarized briefly in Sec. VII. 
II. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL THERMODYNAMICS

A. General notation
͑2.1͒
where, as above, A ͕N ͖ (T,V) is the total free energy for a system at temperature T and volume V, with N particles of species . The individual densities and the total density ͑of ''elementary'' particles͒ are then given by
where k is the number of elementary particles in a cluster or complex of species ͑e.g., k a ϭ1 and k c ϭ2 when one has A, B, and CϭAB͒. For clarity of presentation and to simplify notation, we write the densities for a two-component system as uϵ a , vϵ b , wϵ c .
͑2.3͒
For the most part, we will also not display temperature dependences since the basic manipulations will be performed at fixed T.
B. Physical picture
The ''physical'' thermodynamics are given solely in terms of the densities uϭ a and vϭ b . The corresponding reduced Helmholtz free energy in d spatial dimensions specifies the ''true thermodynamics'' or the desired ''answer'' and may be written, isolating the ideal-gas contributions, as
where ⌳ (T) denotes the de Broglie wavelength of species . Evidently, F(T;u,v) and may, clearly, be used in place of F lm in the expressions presented below.
C. Chemical picture for two components
In the ''chemical'' or association picture, the total density is now ϭuϩvϩ2w with, in equilibrium under the reaction AϩB C, mole fractions x a ϭu/, x b ϭv/, and x c ϭ2w/. Correspondingly, we introduce the augmented or chemical ͑reduced͒ Helmholtz free energy density via
͑2.7͒
where, to ensure consistency with the classical momentum integrals in the direct or physical partition function, we suppose ⌳ c ϭͱ⌳ a ⌳ b .
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Notice that the association constant, K(T), appears here in the role of the internal partition function of an ABϵC pair. 19, 26 As such it is density independent. Thus, our K(T) does not simply stand in for the naive law-of-mass-action overall ratio of product to reactant densities: see also Eq. ͑2.12͒ below. However, for the present considerations K(T) may be taken as an arbitrary function of temperature, or, for subsequent applications, to be chosen subject to appropriate but a priori unspecified physical criteria such as discussed in Appendix A.
Next, in order to facilitate the subsequent analysis, we decompose the excess chemical free energy density into a sum of three terms according to (T) . It is clear that, in general, many-body interactions will be entailed. Note, however, that all the pure A-A or pure B-B pair and many-body interactions are unaffected since E l0 ϭE 0m ϭ0. Now the desired condition of chemical equilibrium under the reaction AϩB C follows in the usual way, say, by equating the chemical potentials for the augmented system or, equivalently, by minimizing f ϩ (T;u,v,w) subject to the particle conservation constraints displayed above in Eq. ͑1.1͒. This leads directly to the full mass action law which may be written
where the activity coefficients, ␥ , and the excess chemical potential difference, M , are defined by
From Eqs. ͑2.8͒-͑2.10͒ we obtain the expansion
where the coefficients M lmk are readily expressed in terms of the F lm , E lm , and D lmk . Of course, Eq. ͑2.12͒ represents an implicit and, in general, intractable equation for wϭw eq (u,v). Supposing, however, that this has been solved, we may write the explicit result as
where ⌫(u,v)ϭexp͕M͓u, v, w eq (u,v)͔͖. In fact, the strategy developed in Sec. IV aims to avoid the necessity of solving the mass action law! Naturally, the non-negativity of the densities u, v, and w demands KϾ0 ͑where, henceforth, we neglect the trivial limiting case Kϭ0͒.
D. Single-component systems
Consider now a single-component system of particles X which associate according to 2X Y. With negligible danger of confusion, we may take over the basic notation used in the two-component case and write uϵ x ϭN x /V, wϵ y ϭN y /V.
͑2.16͒
In the physical picture we can similarly write
with the excess free energy expansion
and corresponding virial coefficients B l (T)ϭ(lϪ1)F l . In the corresponding chemical picture the total density is ϭuϩ2w and the augmented free energy may be written
͑2.19͒
with ⌳ x (T)ϭ⌳ y (T), K(T) arbitrary, and a decomposition
The corresponding expansions for the modified monomeric or X-X coupling terms and for the new dimer-dimer and dimer-monomer terms are
respectively. Then by defining the excess chemical potential difference via
one can write the mass-action law and its ''solved'' or u-only parametrization as
It remains to match the chemical pictures to the corresponding physical pictures.
III. MATCHING VIA VIRIAL EXPANSIONS
A. Basic matching conditions
As explained in Sec. I, the fundamental requirement we aim to satisfy is that a selected chemical picture precisely reproduce a given physical picture. This means that the chemical ͑reduced͒ free energy, f ϩ (T;...,w), must, when the correct equilibrium value wϭw eq (¯) is employed, reduce to the physical free energy, f(T;¯). Recalling the particle conservation rules ͑1.1͒ and the notation ͑2.3͒ for the two-component case, we can rewrite the previous expression ͑1.2͒ for the matching condition as f ϩ ͓u,v,w eq ͑ u,v ͔͒ϭ f͑uϩw eq ,vϩw eq ͒.
͑3.1͒
By parallel arguments, the single-component condition is f ϩ ͓u,w eq ͑ u ͔͒ϭ f͑uϩ2w eq ͒.
͑3.2͒
Now, in both cases an augmented function, f ϩ , containing an extra variable should reduce to a given function, f, of one less variable. Intuitively, therefore, considerable freedom must be available in specifying the chemical picture, not only as regards the choice of K(T) but, also, in the assignment of the modified A-B interactions and the new C-C, C-A and C-B couplings as embodied in the free-energy terms E and D. However, this freedom is not absolute: Our task is to expose precisely what limitations apply to the monomer and cluster interaction functions E and D. We approach the problem in the first place by supposing that the physical free energy admits the expansion ͑2.5͒ ͓or ͑2.18͔͒ and postulating the expansions ͑2.9͒ and ͑2.10͒ ͓or ͑2.21͒ and ͑2.22͔͒ for the chemical free energy. ͑Compare the treatment of Kraeft. 31 ͒
Two-component virial relations
To proceed, we may rewrite Eq. ͑3.1͒ using Eqs. ͑2.4͒, ͑2.5͒, and ͑2.7͒-͑2.10͒. Since the aim is to match successive terms in an expansion in powers of u and v and to understand the process conceptually, a few preliminary steps are needed. It is evident, first, that the logarithmic ideal-gas terms in Eqs. ͑2.4͒ and ͑2.7͒ play a crucial role. Accordingly, let us use Eq. ͑2.12͒, namely, wϭKuve M , to express the ideal chemical contribution in the form
where one has
The corresponding ideal physical terms can then be written
where, by Eqs. ͑2.14͒ and ͑2.15͒, we have the expansion
while the third-order term is given explicitly by
In the matching relation ͑3.1͒ the combination ͓I(u,v,w)Ϫw͔ then cancels and the result may be written
where the difference free energy is
͑3.10͒
In order to employ this result, the mass action law ͑2.12͒ must be solved as a power series for ⌫(u,v)ϭe M ; but by using the expansion ͑2.14͒ one can evidently expand w eq (u,v) and, thence, M (u,v,w eq ), recursively in terms of the F lm , E lm , and D lmk .
Finally, one can compare the coefficients of u l v m in the expansion of both sides of Eq. ͑3.9͒. Furthermore, it is not hard to see that, in any order nϭlϩm each of the ''new'' interaction coefficients, E lm with lϩmϭn and D l Ј m Ј k with lЈϩmЈϩ2kϭn, appears once only, linearly, and on the lefthand side of Eq. ͑3.9͒; on the right-hand side only lower order, previously determined E and D coefficients appearthe expansion of S is given above while that for F, the excess ''physical'' free energy, is, of course, assumed known. These observations show that in nth order one may choose the new cluster interaction coefficients D l Ј m Ј k arbitrarily merely by fixing the nϪ1 monomer interaction coefficients E nϪ1,1 , E nϪ2,2 , ..., E 1,nϪ1 , appropriately. Conversely, for nу3 one may choose all or some of the E lm arbitrarily provided the corresponding number of cluster coefficients D l Ј m Ј k are properly fixed. These degrees of freedom in selecting E(u,v) and D(u,v,w) will be exploited in Sec. III B and in applications.
In the lowest order, nϭ2, however, there is no freedom: there one must have 40 nϭ2: E 11 ϭK.
͑3.11͒
Since K must be positive, this means that, in the chemical picture the A-B second virial coefficient, B 110 (T) ͓see Eq. ͑2.11͔͒ is increased relative to its value B 11 (T) in the physical picture. In other words, the original A-B interactions become more repulsive in the chemical picture. In as far as a tendency to associate springs from attractive interactions, this feature might well have been anticipated. Nevertheless, as mentioned before, there are no changes induced in the pure-A or pure-B interactions.
In third order we find
where the abbreviations 
͑3.16͒
At this stage, through the coefficient D 002 , the direct C-C or dimer-dimer interactions appear for the first time. These matching relations have been checked with the aid of machine algebra ͑MATHEMATICA͒ and extended to fifth order. The results, and the symmetrically related expression for E 13 , are presented in Appendix B where the general, nonlinear structure of the right-hand sides of the relations is also discussed.
B. Single-component virial relations
The matching of the physical and chemical virial series of a single-component system can be performed in a parallel fashion. The third-order ideal-gas factor ͓see Eq. ͑3.8͔͒ now takes the form
while the difference free energy ͓see Eq. ͑3.10͔͒ is ⌬F͑u;x ͒ϭ͓F͑ uϩ2u
and the matching relation ͑3.2͒ may then be cast in the form
Utilizing the mass-action law ͑2.24͒ and solving for ⌫(u) recursively, enables powers of u l to be compared on both sides of this result.
In the leading order one finds
which has the analogous interpretation to that given for Eq. ͑3.11͒. There is no freedom at this stage: The original monomer-monomer or X-X interactions must be augmented in the chemical picture by specific repulsive contributions. In higher orders one gains some freedom since one obtains
The fifth-order relation is given in Appendix B. These expressions are, naturally, simpler than those found for the two-component case but all the general features are similar: ͑i͒ the results depend strongly on the chosen association constant, K; ͑ii͒ in order n one can regard E n as fixed and the D lk ͑with lϩ2kϭn͒ as free-as supposed in writing the last three relations; or ͑iii͒ for some preassigned value of E n , the nth order matching relation may be satisfied by fixing the corresponding D lk . As one might suspect, there is another more-or-less direct route to Eqs. ͑3.20͒-͑3.22͒ based on identifying A with B in the two-component analysis: This provides a convenient check on the matching relations.
C. Interim overview
The analysis presented above for the single-and twocomponent cases can obviously be extended straightforwardly to systems associating via reactions x X y Y and a Aϩ b B c C, and, with a little more labor and an increase in complexity, to three-component systems, etc. The explicit results obtained here to fifth order in the density expansions can clearly be used to test and/or correct some putative chemical picture when the corresponding exact ͑i.e., physical͒ virial coefficients are available. However, higherorder expressions would remain in error ͑relative to known results͒. One would, thus, like to have a nonperturbative treatment which would replace density expansions by closedform expressions valid to all orders or which would apply ͑as in electrolytes͒ when expansions in integral powers of the density do not exist. This motivates the analysis developed in the Sec. IV.
IV. EXACT CLOSED-FORM CHEMICAL FORMULATION
A. Prescribing the activity exponent
In order to develop a nonperturbative approach for solving the matching equation ͑3.1͒ ͓or, in a single-component system, Eq. ͑3.2͔͒ with the physical and chemical free energies, Eqs. ͑2.4͒ and ͑2.7͒-͑2.8͒ ͓or Eqs. ͑2.17͒ and ͑2.19͒-͑2.20͔͒ but without resorting to density expansions, note first that the principal roadblock in the path of explicit analysis is the need to solve the mass action law ͑2.12͒ ͓or ͑2.24͔͒. Previously, this was treated perturbatively to obtain w eq (u,v) and, thence, the ''activity exponent'' ͑or excess chemical potential difference͒
as a power series. The one-component case, which will be considered separately in Sec. IV C, was handled in similar fashion. This approach led to matching relations specifying an infinite set of conditions on the expansion coefficients of the monomer and cluster interaction functions, E(u,v) and D (u,v,w) . As seen, however, considerable freedom remained in fully specifying E and D.
Let us, then, exploit this freedom by opting to choose the excess chemical-potential difference, M , in ''solved'' form, i.e., we will prescribe the activity exponent M 0 (u,v) defined in Eq. ͑4.1͒. At first sight specifying, in effect, the ''unknown'' solution to the mass action law seems counterintuitive! It will soon be seen, however, that this move amounts to little more than introducing a convenient parametrization by which to represent the general solutions of the matching relation.
The next step is to notice that specifying M 0 imposes a differential relation among the functions D, E, and F. With the aid of Eqs. ͑2.8͒ and ͑2.13͒ this can be written
where ‫ץ‬ x ϵ‫ץ/ץ‬x while the subscript ''eq'' indicates that one must set
after any differentiation. Expression ͑4.2͒ hardly looks promising; but it transpires that one can arrange to eliminate E and thence obtain a simple differential relation for D! To this end we return to the matching condition ͑3.9͒ which is conveniently written as
where the fully known right-hand side of Eq. ͑3.9͒ serves to define
in which S and ⌬F are given explicitly in Eqs. ͑3.7͒ and ͑3.10͒. Now, with the form of G(u,v) in mind, one can recast the relation ͑4.2͒ to read
where the last two terms compensate for the unwanted derivatives generated by the ‫ץ(‬ u ϩ‫ץ‬ v )G factor. At this point, one can substitute K for G and eliminate E by rewriting Eq. ͑4.4͒ as
Finally, after straightforward algebra the matching relation can be solved for a combination of D and ‫ץ‬ w D yielding the ''master condition''
where the functional L is given explicitly by
with auxiliary functions
͑4.11͒
while we recall that K (u,v) is given in Eq. ͑4.5͒ and ''eq'' is defined in Eq. ͑4.3͒. Note also that when D(u,v,w) is known, the monomer interaction function E(u,v) is given directly by Eq. ͑4.7͒. Evidently, the ''master functional,'' L͓ M 0 ,F͔, depends parametrically on the selected activity exponent M 0 (u,v) as well as on the original physical description via F(u,v). Various choices for M 0 (u,v) will be explored; first, however, we must emphasize that the explicit condition ͑4.8͒ is necessary to ensure the equivalence of the chemical and physical pictures but by no means serves to determine the cluster interaction function D (u,v,w) . It will, therefore, be appropriate to develop and test criteria for making choices of M 0 and D. Further, although Eq. ͑4.8͒ is necessary, we will see that it is not always a sufficient condition.
B. Special cluster interaction forms
Note, first, that one is quite free to suppose that the activity exponent M 0 vanishes identically! Then the massaction law always holds precisely in the elementary or limiting form wϭKuv.
Second, one may choose a ''restricted'' form for D, namely, DϭD 0 (u,v), that is independent of w so that there are no direct cluster-cluster interaction terms. This assumption is, incidentally, helpful in discovering the manipulations leading to the master condition ͑4.8͒: Clearly, that now reduces to an explicit expression for D 0 (u,v) in terms of M 0 (u,v) ͑which remains arbitrary͒. The corresponding restricted monomer interaction function becomes
͑4.12͒ Selecting M 0 ϭ0 then yields the simplest or ''minimal'' solution to the problem of equivalence of the physical and chemical pictures: only K(T) is left open for choice.
A convenient, much more general solution which we will utilize below, can be written 
Note that it is acceptable to retain only D 0 and D 1 ͑i.e., to set D 2 ϭ0͒. Such solutions include those that may, for example, be generated by the following procedure: ͑i͒ replace the factor Kuve M 0 in the definition ͑4.11͒ of Q(u,v) by w; ͑ii͒ drop the ''eq'' subscript in the master condition ͑4.8͒, ͑iii͒ use Eq. ͑4.9͒ with the modified Q; and ͑iv͒ integrate the resulting differential equation on w with ͑v͒ an appropriate boundary condition imposed at wϭ0.
Applications of these formal results will be presented below and serve to bring out the value of physically meaningful choices for D 1 and D 2 . For example, D 1 might represent some expected excluded-volume interactions and D 2 second-virial-level attractions. Since D 1 will be modified by the coefficient D 0 (u,v), one may reasonably hope that for a given physical specification of F(u,v) and a sensible definition of ''pairs'' ͓via K(T)͔, optimal choices of M 0 (T;u,v) will keep D 0 (T;u,v) close to unity-so preserving a ''good'' chemical picture.
C. Single-component closed formulation
Naturally, the single-component case can be treated in analogous fashion by prescribing the corresponding activity exponent defined from Eq. ͑2.24͒ via
͑4.15͒
Then, in parallel to Eqs. ͑4.5͒, ͑4.10͒, and ͑4.11͒, we can introduce the explicitly known auxiliary functions
͑4.18͒
where S(u;x) and ⌬F(u;x) are defined in Eqs. ͑3.17͒ and ͑3.18͒ while the definition of K (u) reflects the right-hand side of the matching relation ͑3.19͒. Working with the definition ͑2.23͒ of M (u,w) along the lines developed in Eqs. ͑4.2͒-͑4.6͒ leads to
and, then, to the final master condition
where the subscript ''eq'' now requires that one set
after any differentiation, while the master functional is given explicitly by L͓u͉M 0 ,F͔ϭ͓J͑u ͒ϩ4uK ͑u͔͒ ր Q͑u͒.
͑4.22͒
In analogy to Eq. ͑4.13͒, a fairly general solution for the cluster interaction function is then
where, again, M 0 , D 1 and D 2 may be chosen arbitrarily provided D 0 satisfies
The simple ''restricted'' solution again results from setting
The ''minimal solution'' is then realized if one chooses M 0 ϭ0 ͑so that the mass-action law yields precisely wϭKu 2 ͒.
V. LIMITATIONS OF THE EXACT SOLUTIONS
Although the closed-form solutions for the chemical free energies constructed in Sec. IV are formally exact, there may, in practice, arise features which restrict the applicability of the results in various ways. We describe here two such issues that have come to light in examining examples.
A. Inaccessible density regions
Consider, for simplicity, a one-component system undergoing the reaction 2X Y-similar considerations apply to the AϩB C system, etc. And suppose that, in addition to various attractive interactions, etc., the monomers, X, are endowed with impenetrable hard cores. Then the overall physical density is subject to a bound р max ϵ1/c x ; associated with this ''excluded-volume'' effect, one can expect factors like ln(1Ϫc x u) in the physical excess free energy, F(u), which diverge when ϭu→ max -and are undefined ͑or unphysical͒ for uϾ max . In the presence of clusters of density wϵ y the physical restriction on the combined densities of monomers and dimer clusters is uϩ2w р1/c x : See the bold boundary line in Fig. 1 . It is then natural when selecting D(u,w) in the form ͑4.23͒, to try excluded-volume expressions like
͑5.1͒
Furthermore, depending on one's picture of a ''cluster,'' Y, low-density considerations may suggest particular values for the new coefficient c y -see, e.g., the approximations developed by Levin and Fisher 19 for the RPM. However, unless one selects c y р2c x , the allowed ''chemical'' density region in the (u,w) plane implied by Eq. ͑5.1͒ will be smaller than it should be according to the physical picture.
Even if one chooses, say, c y ϭ2c x so that chemical and physical boundaries agree, there will, in general, still be some region of the full chemical-density domain that is not accessible. This arises because the exact solutions demand the substitution wϭw eq (u)ϭKu 2 exp͓M 0 (u)͔. Unless M 0 (u) diverges to Ϫϱ appropriately for some value uϭu ϱ Ͻ max , the corresponding mass-action locus in the (u,w) plane-see the curve in Fig. 1 -must intersect the true boundary locus at some uϭu K Ͻ max . Since the argument of the logarithm in Eq. ͑5.1͒ will vanish at u K ͑leaving D 1 undefined for u Ͼu K ͒ the corresponding shaded triangle in Fig. 1 represents an inaccessible region for the related chemical formulation.
One might well say, however, that this latter inaccessibility is of more aesthetic than practical concern since, in fact, one wants the chemical system, in equilibrium, to sit on the locus wϭKu 2 exp͓M 0 (u)͔; and that never enters the forbidden region! Similarly, the approximate representations for fluids one can hope to develop using our results are unlikely, in any case, to remain valid and reliable up to allowed densities approaching close packing-typically crystal phases must arise that will escape simple characterization via a tractable F(u), etc. Accordingly, the possible mismatch of the physical and chemical boundaries may also be inconsequential in realistic examples. The following concerns, however, are of more serious import.
B. Bifurcating solutions
Consider again the single-component situation which will suffice to illustrate the general issue. Given a ͑reduced͒ chemical free energy, f ϩ (u,w), the task of finding equilibrium solutions u eq () and w eq () for a given physical density ϭuϩ2w, can be phrased as seeking the minimum chemical free energy, ͓or maximum of f ϩ (u,w)͔ on a ''transverse'' locus wϭ Fig. 1 . Now the exact chemical formulations set up in Sec. IV certainly ensure that f ϩ (u,w) has an extremum on the required mass-action locus wϭKu 2 e M 0 (u) illustrated in Fig. 1 . However, it is not guaranteed that this extremum is ͑i͒ a freeenergy minimum or ͑ii͒ that, even if it is a minimum, that it is the lowest in free energy. In general, we expect the desired mass-action solution to be the lowest free-energy minimum when the densities u and w ͑or ͒ are sufficiently small; but failures via both routes ͑i͒ and ͑ii͒ may arise. In other words, as increases, the lowest free-energy locus in the (u,w) plane may bifurcate as suggested by the dotted and dot-dash loci in Fig. 1 . Any such lower free-energy solution will fail to represent faithfully the approximate physical free energy. In more descriptive terms, a sharp transition to a new, quite artificial thermodynamic phase will appear at the point of bifurcation.
Such bifurcations/transitions may be continuous or discontinuous ͑i. ͑4.24͒. The ''transverse curvature'' of the chemical free energy on the desired mass-action locus, wϭKu 2 , is then determined by
where, since M 0 ϭ0, one readily finds
in which, for brevity, we have written R͑ ͒ϭͱ1ϩ8K.
͑5.4͒
Some calculation-see Sec. VI C for some details of f ϩ (u,w)-then yields
͑5.5͒
This result is instructive: As anticipated, no difficulties arise at low density; the curvature is always positive and, in fact, it diverges as 1/ 2 when →0. On the other hand, even in the ideal-gas case where id . Figure 2 shows the variation of the chemical free energy with the cluster density w for fixed total densities in the vicinity of 0 id . Evidently, the desired extrema of f ϩ (Ϫ2w,w), marked by solid dots, lose stability at 0 ; for Ͼ 0 the lowest minima, marked by open circles, move to smaller values of w so predicting less association, in contrast to Eq. ͑5.3͒ which implies that w eq () always rises with .
In general, it is clear that the bifurcation point 0 depends strongly on K. Furthermore, when the physical interactions are predominantly repulsive the virial coefficients B l ϭ(lϪ1)F l will be positive so that the second term in Eq. ͑5.5͒ is positive and increasing with ; indeed, ͓1ϩu(‫ץ‬ 2 F/‫ץ‬u 2 )͔ is proportional to the inverse bulk compressibility of the system. This term, thus, causes 0 ͓F͔ to fall below 0 id . Conversely, in regions of high compressibility the domain of validity of the minimal chemical formulation should be enlarged.
A discontinuous or ''first-order'' bifurcation is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The physical system is again an ideal ͑single-component͒ gas and only a restricted chemical solution, D ϭD 0 (u), is considered. However, the activity exponent is now taken to be linear, i.e., M 0 (u)ϭm 1 u with, for Fig. 3 , m 1 ϭK. Now a new, unphysical minimum develops on the low-association side of the free-energy plot as the density increases. The desired minima, marked again by solid dots, then lose stability discontinuously at K 0 Ӎ0.628: the new, incorrect minima win out for larger , as indicated by the open circles and the formulation ceases to be ''faithful.''
C. Some convexity considerations
An exact Helmholtz free energy density for a threecomponent system ͑in the absence of any reactions͒, say f † (T; a , b , c ), must satisfy a joint convexity condition in all three density variables. When f † is twice differentiable this may be stated as the non-negative definiteness of the matrix ͓C ͔ where
and ,ϭa,b,c.
One might be tempted to impose such a requirement on the augmented, chemical free energies f ϩ (u,v,w) that we have introduced. However, that would not, in general, be appropriate. First, at the level of approximation we have in mind, nonconvex Helmholtz free energies are typically invoked, as in van der Waals theories, to describe real phase transitions-gas-liquid condensation, etc.-that are analyzed by appropriate Maxwell constructions, etc., in which the metastable and unstable branches are eventually dis- carded. Second, as illustrated in Fig. 3 , lack of convexity of f ϩ does not per se yield a defective or ''unfaithful'' chemical description: Thus the plots for Kϭ0.61 and 0.62 already violate convexity although the lowest free-energy minima still represent satisfactorily the desired physical situation. Nevertheless, as also illustrated in Fig. 3 , the observation of nonconvexity on some ''transverse section'' ͑such as ϭu ϩ2w for the case of Figs. 1-3͒ may be regarded as a danger sign insofar as false free-energy minima may be present ''nearby'' as in Fig. 3 for Kտ0.628.
In Sec. VI we illustrate the exact chemical formulations by describing various concrete examples.
VI. EXAMPLES OF EXACT CHEMICAL ASSOCIATION
Here we present examples of exact chemical thermodynamics for some simple model physical systems. Apart from illustrating the formalism of Sec. IV, these examples provide insight into the problem of bifurcation or faithfulness discussed in Sec. V and yield some answers to the question: ''What cluster interaction functions, D, are suitable for generating a faithful or stable chemical picture?'' The examples discussed focus primarily on formulations for hard-core systems which often constitute an appropriate foundation on which to build useful chemical descriptions of more general systems with attractions, Coulombic interactions, etc.
A. Exact association on a lattice
As an elementary but instructive example, we discuss first an almost trivial class of lattice systems. These stand slightly apart from our main analysis but are transparent and illustrate nicely the modification of the original ͑i.e., ''direct,'' ''bare,'' or ''physical''͒ A-B interactions in the presence of clusters or pairs, and the ambiguous nature of a ''pair'' ͑or an ABϭC complex͒ even within the simplest, discrete exact formulations.
Accordingly, consider a lattice of N sites populated by A and B particles with no internal degrees of freedom. Interactions are supposed to arise only between particles on the same site, and for simplicity it suffices to assume that each site will accommodate no more than three particles; however, three-body interactions are allowed. Models of this class are most readily solved in the grand-canonical formalism using the fugacities
where ϭ /k B T is the reduced chemical potential of species . The grand partition function in the direct, physical picture is then
where lm (T) is just the internal partition function for l particles of species A and m particles of species B particles on a single site, and so is given by
with ␤ϭ1/k B T and j (lm) the energy of state j for the specified numbers of particles.
In an obvious notation, the augmented grand partition function for the chemical picture with sites occupied by A, B, or CϭAB particles is
͑6.4͒
The appropriate matching relations follow directly from the condition of chemical equilibrium, namely by substituting z c ϭz a z b and comparing with Eq. ͑6.2͒. One finds three types of condition: ͑i͒ lmn ϭ0 for lϩmϩ2nϾ3, the analog of the physical-picture hard-core or maximum occupation restriction; ͑ii͒ 0m0 ϭ 0m and l00 ϭ l0 , the preservation of the ''physical'' interactions for sites occupied by a single species; and, ͑iii͒ nontrivial matching relations for the cases where clusters are present, namely, 001 ϩ 110 ϭ 11 , ͑6.5͒
101 ϩ 210 ϭ 21 , 011 ϩ 120 ϭ 12 .
͑6.6͒
The first cluster condition ͑6.5͒ suggests a natural choice for defining a C complex, namely, a bound pair in the lowest first j c energy states of a site occupied by an A and a B particle; this implies
But then Eq. ͑6.5͒ shows that the low energy states counted in the C partition function are no longer available to the partition function ( 110 ) of an ''unbound'' AB pair. Here we see very explicitly the modifications of the ''residual'' A-B interactions by the existence of C particles. As previously mentioned, this effect has been noted by many previous authors in the context of continuum models 5, 19, 32 first, perhaps, by Lambert. 41 The simple bound-pair definition of a C particle, however, is more difficult to maintain in light of the further, many-body conditions ͑6.6͒. In analogy to Eq. ͑6.7͒, one might define the internal partition function for an (AϩC) combination by using the low energy (2AϩB) states, so that
and similarly for a (BϩC) combination. In the general case of nonpairwise-additive interactions, however, one cannot disentangle the particular contribution of the C complex: At best, given Eq. ͑6.8͒, one can say that C clusters are present in the lower energy states of a triply occupied site. A ''pair'' or ''cluster'' evidently cannot be defined in a simple, physical way as a particle with interactions similar to those of its constituents unless further detailed physico-chemical information is available or postulated: see also, e.g., Ref. 34 .
B. Matching continuum virial coefficients
A similar analysis can clearly be performed for general continuum models within a virial expansion-as most recently described in Ref. 19 
These indicate, in accord with the general analysis of Sec. III, that the pair interaction potentials aa (r) and bb (r) are not altered by adoption of the chemical picture. However, the original or bare A-B interaction potential, ab (r) must be modified to a residual potential, 19 ab ϩ (r) which, as seen before, must be more repulsive.
To be more concrete one might adopt
͑6.11͒
so that K(T) has the form of a partition function of a C particle ͑compare with Appendix A͒. If one also accepts a clustering-distance convention so that c (r)ϭ ab (r) for r ϽR ab and c (r)ϭϱ otherwise, the second-virial relation ͑6.10͒ shows that the residual potential satisfies ab ϩ ͑r͒ϭϱ, rϽR ab , ϭ ab ͑r͒, rϾR ab .
͑6.12͒
In a physical hard-sphere mixture, therefore, the chemical A-B diameter increases. Since the A-A and B-B diameters remain unchanged one finds nonadditive repulsive cores in the chemical description. Note, incidentally, the more complex, three-way dissection of the second virial coefficient of a single-component system discussed in detail by Stogryn and Hirschfelder 36 with the understanding of transport coefficients in mind.
C. Association formulation for ideal gases
Without a doubt the simplest continuum physical systems are ideal gases, defined here by Fϵ0. One may anticipate that an exact associative description-while truly ''needless''-will also prove simple and revealing as, indeed, has already been found in Sec. V B. Notice that E(u) is always positive so that, as expected, the ''chemically induced'' interactions are always repulsive. The cluster interaction function is also positive for all large enough monomer densities u, but is negative at small u when mϾ4K ͑which corresponds to the degree of association increasing strongly with increasing density ϭuϩ2w͒. Figure 4͑a͒ shows the equation of state predicted by the chemical formulation in the minimal representation, mϭ0. It agrees precisely with the ideal gas law, p ϭ p/k B Tϭ, up to 0 ϭu 0 ϭ1/K at which point the solution deviates continuously but sharply and quite unphysically from the correct result-ultimately predicting a negative pressure! As explained in Sec. V C and illustrated in Fig. 2 , this unwanted bifurcation occurs because the chemical free energy at constant total density ceases to be convex in the ''transverse direction.'' Consequently, the desired ͑ideal gas͒ solution becomes unstable for Ͼ 0 . Figure 4͑b͒ represents the equation of state for the restricted case with mϭK. Now the bifurcation occurs at a lower value 0 Ӎ0.628/K and is discontinuous, yielding an unphysical downwards jump in pressure! As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the difference arises from loss of transverse convexity followed by a lowering, as increases, of the new, unphysical minimum. Incidentally, for both these cases the full chemical formulations with no chemical reaction imposed will, as Figs. 2 and 3 indicate, predict a critical point at some density c ϵ(u c ,w c ), followed, at higher overall densities, by liquidliquid separation into two phases of different overall densities as well as different compositions. Of course, from our matching viewpoint, this is a pathology to be avoided!
Single-component restricted chemical description
An unrestricted single-component representation
To escape the unwanted and unphysical bifurcations at low densities we need only relax the restriction on the choice of the cluster interaction function D(u,w) by allowing for some w dependence and hence, ͓recalling Eq. ͑2.8͔͒, for cluster-cluster interactions. Specifically, we find ͑by examining numerical plots like those in Figs. 2 and 3͒ that the simple choice
in Eq. ͑4.23͒ suffices. Indeed, one may reasonably expect that repulsive pairwise cluster-cluster interactions will discourage ''internal'' phase separation and thus, if sufficiently strong, might maintain the desired convexity. In fact, the choices c 2 ϭc 1 ϭK and c 2 ϭ2c 1 ϭ2K, along with M 0 ϭ0 both yield stable results up to the highest densities tested, namely, Kϭ10 4 . We will find that a similar intuitive strategy in selecting D(u,w) is effective for more complex, interacting physical systems. 
Two-component ideal gases
D. One-dimensional hard rods
Hard-core systems provide the simplest nontrivial testing ground for our exact association formalism. Although they can be considered to associate only within some more-or-less artificial picture, such systems are fundamental as reference points for the study of more realistic associating systems ͑with microscopic attractions͒. However, approximate chemical descriptions of associating particles with hard cores often display a major defect: Although the true physical behavior of the corresponding system of purely hard-core A, B, or X particles might be reliably known, that accuracy is often sacrificed in a chemical picture. Specifically, as discussed in Sec. I, approaching the high-temperature ͑i.e., zero attraction͒ limit of a Bjerrum-inspired [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] 25 chemical theory for a system with hard cores will either result in significant quantitative error or will lead to serious thermal stability failure: see Ref. 20 and Appendix A. These conclusions apply even when, for example, the precise Mansoori et al. expression 42 for a mixture of hard spheres is used for the ͑standard͒ chemical thermodynamics: either the corresponding Carnahan-Starling 43 result is not recovered or negative specific heats appear. 20 An immediate goal for hard-particle systems, then, is to obtain a chemical free energy which preserves the accuracy of the original monomer thermodynamics ͑for a fixed K͒, without the bifurcations encountered in the minimal treatments of the ideal gas. But before describing a satisfactory solution, it is worthwhile to examine more quantitatively the difficulties inherent in naive chemical approximations for purely hard-core monomers.
Illustrative approximate schemes
Consider a single-component one-dimensional gas of hard rods, X, of length ͑or ''diameter''͒ a which is to be described chemically by 2X Y. One may well have in mind a clustering-distance convention so that a ''pair'' consists of two rods separated by less than RϾa; this is readily embodied in the association constant by taking KϭRϪa: see Eq. ͑6.11͒. The exactly known physical pressure and excess free energy then take the excluded-volume forms
Here, for convenience below, we have introduced the general, multispecies excluded-volume expressions
͑6.22͒
with e ជ ϵ(1, 1,¯). A literal-minded chemical approximation, say scheme I, would accept the two-component expression I: p ϭ p EV ͑ u,w;a u ,a w ͒, with a u ϭa, a w ϭ2a.
͑6.23͒
This is exact for a mixture of hard rods of lengths a and 2a and, hence, also has the correct high-density physical limit (a ជ -ជ )ϭauϩ2awр1. However, despite the seemingly sensible choices for a u and a w , scheme I yields a poor description of the true thermodynamics: ͑i͒ the second virial coefficient is wrong for any choice KϾ0 and ͑ii͒, as illustrated in Fig. 5͑a͒ , if for example, one chooses Kϭa, the predicted pressure deviates significantly from Eq. ͑6.20͒ once * ϵaտ0.1.
In keeping with the present spirit, a hopefully better approach is to select a u and a w in Eq. ͑6.23͒ to match the exact second and third virial coefficients in Eq. ͑6.20͒. ͑Compare with Gillis et al. 37 ͒ On adopting the naive (M 0 ϭ0) mass action law, this yields II: a u ϭKϩa, a w ϭ 1 2 Kϩ2a.
͑6.24͒
As seen in Fig. 5͑b͒ , these matched parameters yield significant improvement in that ͑i͒ the deviation from the exact pressure for the case Kϭa is less than 4% up to *Ӎ0.5
although ͑ii͒ the errors increase rapidly for *տ0.6 ͑since the implied fourth and higher virial coefficients are badly in error͒. For smaller K and, so, less pairing via a smaller cluster distance R, the low-density agreement is, of course, improved. These results are hardly unexpected: but to do significantly better one must, it seems, turn to our exact formulations.
Exact chemical thermodynamics for singlecomponent hard rods
In the minimal representation, M 0 ϭ0, DϭD 0 (u), the exact monomer and cluster interaction functions for a singlecomponent system of hard rods may conveniently be written by using
For the case Kϭ D(u,w) . The simple ''second-virial-level'' choice ͑6.18͒ that proved very effective for the ideal gases is less successful now ͑although yielding amelioration͒. In the specific case D 1 ϭ2uϩw one now finds that D 0 (u) varies slowly initially, rising quadratically from D 0 (0)ϭ4, but then increasingly rapidly for u տ0.3, reaching D 0 Ӎ8 when uϭ0.4, and, again, diverging as u→u K ϭ 1 2 . However, dramatic improvements are found by embodying in the choice of D the idea that the clusters should interact in some sort of hard-rod manner. Specifically, we have examined the ͑more general͒ prescription
with D 2 ϭ0 and M 0 ϭ0 ͑and, here, vϵ0͒. The simple choice b u ϭa x ϭa, b w ϭa y ϭ2a proves stable for choices of K/a ranging from 10 Ϫ4 up to 10 4 failing, if at all, only for densities exceeding 0.98 max . Again one observes that E(u) remains positive for all u, consistent with uniformly repulsive modifications of the original monomeric interactions. Furthermore, for K of order unity one finds this time that D 0 (u) varies comparatively slowly over the whole range starting from D 0 (0)ϭ 4 3 K for uϭ0 and remaining finite as u→u K with, specifically
͑6.29͒
so that 2ϾD 0 (u K )у1 for all K. Evidently, with the use of Eq. ͑6.28͒, we have achieved one of our goals, namely, answering the question: ''How can hard-core particles be regarded as associating?''
Two-component hard-rod systems
A physical two-component mixture of hard rods, A and B, can be treated in quite analogous fashion. The exact physical free energy again assumes the excluded-volume form ͑6.22͒ ͓with x ជ ϭ(u,v) and b ជ ϭ(a a ,a b )͔. The minimal prescription ͑M 0 ϭD 2 ϭ0, D 1 ϭ1͒ loses stability in the equisized case a a ϭa b ϭa with Kaϭ1 for overall densities * ϵaϭ(uϩvϩ2w)aտ0.4. Again, unrestricted formulations work better: The three-component choice ͑6.28͒ but with b u ϭb v ϭa and b w ϭ2a remains stable up to 0 *տ0.99 when one sets Kaϭ1.
In similar fashion, we have tested mixtures with unequal hard cores, specifically, a a /a b ϭ1, 2, and 4, and ͑physical͒ mole fractions x a 0 ϭ 1 5 k (kϭ1,...,4). To facilitate comparison of such hard-core systems in d dimensions we use a reduced density defined by
͑6.30͒
One then has max * Ӎ1 for most situations. With Ka a ϭ1, we find that stability is lost in the minimal description in all cases for 0 *Ͻ0.8 and, usually, for 0 *Ͻ0.5. ͑Convexity was maintained to the highest reduced density, *Ͼ0.7, by the most extreme systems studied with x a 0 ϭ 
E. The association of hard spheres
No exact equations of state and free energies, analogous to the excluded-volume forms ͑6.22͒, are known for hard spheres or their mixtures. However, we may, for the present purposes certainly accept the well-known Carnahan-Starling ͑CS͒ approximation, 43 and its multicomponent extensions, 42 say, f CS (x ជ ;a ជ ), as the ''correct'' results.
Approximate chemical formulations for hard spheres
As in Sec. VI D 1, it is interesting to examine briefly some natural, simple approximations for a system of identical hard spheres, X, of diameter a x ϭa regarded as associating into pairs via 2X Y. The resulting chemical system may plausibly be approximated as a mixture of spheres by ascribing an effective diameter, a y , to a Y cluster. If, as a first shot, one simply sets a u ϭa x ϭa and a w ϭ2 1/3 a, so preserving the total sphere volume, the results are rather poor: see, e.g., Fig. 5͑c͒ plotted for Ka 3 ϭ1 with, now, *ϭa 3 . As expected, even the second virial coefficient is seriously in error.
On the other hand, if one follows the previous strategy and chooses both a u and a w so as to reproduce the second and third virial coefficients one finds
aϪa u .
͑6.31͒
As illustrated in Fig. 5͑d͒ , this approach does much better but only out to densities *Շ0.4. For calibration, recall that the CS approximation matches Monte Carlo simulations quite accurately up to the hard-sphere liquid-solid transition at liq * Ӎ0.94 while the true close-packing limit is max * ϭ& Ӎ1.41. The CS approximation itself diverges at the greater density s *ϭ6/Ӎ1.91.
Exact association of hard spheres
The minimal chemical representation for hard spheres remains faithful only up to 0 *Ӎ0.2 when Ka 3 ϭ1: At 0 a continuous bifurcation occurs. To avoid this we adapt the hard-rod prescription ͑6.28͒ and take
with D 2 ϭ0 and, here, vϵ0. ͑For the precise form of f CS see, e.g., Ref. 42͑c͒.͒ Then for an association constant Ka 3 ϭ1, the choice of diameters a u ϭa and a w ϭ 3 2 a ͑with M 0 ϭ0͒ yields a faithful representation of the CS free energy up to densities exceeding *ϭ1.35-in other words, to well above the hard-sphere liquid-solid transition ͑beyond which, of course, the CS result itself has no validity͒. No more can reasonably be asked!
Two-component hard-sphere mixture
As for hard rods, the equimolar, equisized binary hardsphere mixture behaves much like the single-component system. The minimal chemical description loses stability for 0 *Ͻ0.4 when Ka 3 ϭ1. By contrast, the CS clusterinteraction specification ͑6.32͒ ͑with M 0 ϭ0͒ remains faithful for *Ͼ1.5, once again exceeding the liquid-solid transition region. For other values of the association constant, spanning the range Ka 3 ϭ10 Ϫ3 -10 Ϫ4 , we find that 0 * exceeds 1.5 for Ka 3 Շ10 but never falls below 1.2. For the equimolar A-B system with unequal hard-core diameters we will still accept the extended CS results; however, one should note that, in reality, for sufficient disparity, such hard-sphere mixtures may display fluid demixing transitions [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] not predicted by the CS approximations. Indeed, one proposed modification of the binary CS expression-with significant changes in the fifth-order virial coefficients-predicts demixing for size ratios a a /a b Շ0.3 ͑although at relatively high density where other solidification transitions also appear͒. 49, 50 We have not examined hard-core mixtures deviating from equimolar. However, the study of the hard-rod cases in Sec. VI D 3 suggests that no significant departures from faithfulness will arise over reasonable ranges of mole fraction x a when using the prescription ͑6.32͒. Furthermore, for the situation of special interest to the present authors, namely, simple 1:1 electrolytes, overall neutrality requires x a ϭx b ϭ 
F. The van der Waals limit
The primary goal motivating this work has been to produce better approximations for fluids in which interactions play an important role. To that end we want to study next a model with known thermodynamic properties but significant attractive potentials. There are, indeed, various onedimensional hard-core gases with general nearest-neighbor interactions which are exactly soluble; 51 however, the corresponding Helmholtz free energies that our approach utilizes are-typically-given only implicitly. 52 Since that is not convenient for exploratory calculations, we have, instead, opted to study the van der Waals ͑vdW͒ fluid. This may be regarded as the exact description of a one-dimensional hardrod gas with ''infinitely weak'' but ''infinitely long-ranged'' attractive pairwise interactions-the so called Kac limit. 53 In 
͑6.36͒
The coexistence curve ͑bold͒ and spinodal curve ͑dashed͒ are plotted in Fig. 6 .
Choice of association constant
The first step in constructing a chemical formalism is, of course, to prescribe an association constant. As seen, it is natural 2, 19, 25, 26 to choose K(T) to reproduce the temperature variation of the second virial coefficient, B 2 (T), since in a hard-core system that arises entirely from the attractive pair interactions that lead to association. Now the simple assignment K(T)ϭϪB 2 (T) superficially makes sense below T B but, since K(T) must be positive, it is certainly unreasonable for TϾT B . One might follow Bjerrum's spirit 21 and merely set K(T)ϭ0 for TуT B . But, as shown in Appendix A, such ''switching off,'' even if it occurs only at Tϭϱ, provides a highly unphysical description of an individual cluster leading, in fact, to a negative divergence of the cluster energy at the switch-off point and, in an approximate treatment, to further serious dangers. Indeed, Appendix A also shows that while K(T) must decrease monotonically as T rises, it can never vanish. For hard-core systems this suggests adopting a form like K͑T ͒ϭK ϱ ϩB 2 ͑ ϱ ͒ϪB 2 ͑ T ͒, ͑6.37͒
with K ϱ Ͼ0. For the vdW fluid, the simplest choice is thus
However, this prescription fails to meet the important convexity condition ͑A4͒ of Appendix A. This means that even though the cluster energy, u c (T), implied by K vdW does not diverge, it will, nonetheless, be nonmonotonic in T hence displaying an unphysical negative cluster specific heat.
Despite these shortcomings, it is worthwhile to investigate chemical representations employing K vdW . First, they provide a basis for comparison with acceptable forms for K(T). Second, they can help establish the relationship between the temperature dependence of the association constant and of the interactions necessary for faithful representation of the vdW theory.
Better association constants are, however, readily available. As follows from Appendix A, the simplest choice that satisfies Eq. ͑A4͒ and matches the T dependence of ϪB 2 (T) at high T is the ''Arrhenius'' form,
with K ϱ ϭb and T 0 ϭ/k B for the vdW system. Physically, this expression is both more reasonable ͑and more popular!͒ than Eq. ͑6.38͒. Results for this Arrhenius assignment will be reported directly at this point.
Faithfulness boundaries for K Ar
"T…
When T→ϱ the task of assessing a chemical representation for a van der Waals fluid reduces simply to the pure hard-rod case discussed in Sec. VI D 1, above. There we found chemical formulations faithful up to some р 0 . Here, however, we must seek the corresponding loci or faithfulness boundaries: For every temperature, T, there is a 0 (T) below which the physical thermodynamics is always reproduced exactly, while above, the representation generally fails.
As found previously for temperature-independent cases, the minimal chemical formulation ͑M 0 ϭD 2 ϭ0, D 1 ϭ1͒ fares poorly: see Fig. 6͑a͒ . The results are strongly temperature dependent ͑due both to the association constant and to the vdW theory itself͒ and the critical point lies well outside the faithful domain! If one adds the temperature-independent FIG. 6 . Coexistence curve ͑bold͒, critical point, and spinodal curve ͑dashed͒ of a van der Waals fluid with faithfulness boundaries marking the stability limits of various chemical formulations described in the text: ͑a͒ results from the simplest or ''minimal'' description; ͑b͒ incorporates only repulsive, hard-core, excluded-volume terms in the cluster interaction function; ͑c͒ and ͑d͒ also include monomer-cluster attractions, while ͑e͒ has clustercluster interactions instead. All these formulations are faithful at low enough densities but fail for higher densities to the right of, or in case ͑e͒ inside, the corresponding boundaries. Not shown are chemical representations successful over the whole density-temperature plane that incorporate stronger monomer-cluster attractions or both cluster-cluster and cluster-monomer attractions-see the text. Note that the temperature scale becomes nonlinear above the Boyle temperature, T B *ϭ1 where T*ϭk B T/ and *ϭb: see Eq. ͑6.33͒.
excluded-volume cluster interactions ͓namely, Eq. ͑6.28͒ with b u ϭb and b w ϭ2b-here denoted ''HC''͔ that proved so successful for hard rods, one certainly improves the behavior at high T*. When T*ϭ2, twice the Boyle temperature, faithfulness is maintained for all tested densities, so that 0 Ͼ0.99; however, at the Boyle temperature itself, one finds 0 Ӎ0.32 and, moreover, the critical point still escapes: see Fig. 6͑b͒ .
In an attempt to do better it is natural to allow also for attractive monomer-cluster and cluster-cluster interactions. To this end, it is convenient to supplement the excludedvolume choice ͑6.28͒, which sets D 2 ϭ0, by introducing attractive ͑i.e., negative͒ cluster interactions via wD 2 ͑u,w͒ϭϪd 21 Using this form we found, as seen in Fig. 6͑c͒ , that imposing only monomer-cluster interactions via the choice d 21 ϭ1, d 22 ϭ0, improves on the pure excluded-volume representation-only slightly at moderate temperatures, but dramatically at low T where, for T*Շ0.2, the full range of density is represented faithfully! Furthermore, increasing the monomer-cluster coefficient to d 21 ϭ2 shrinks the unfaithful domain markedly ͓see Fig. 6͑d͔͒ while setting d 21 ϭ3 yields faithfulness for the full set of our test points, namely, temperatures in the range 0.05рT*рϱ and densities 0.01р* р0.99.
On the other hand, the imposition of cluster-cluster interactions alone leads to a topologically quite different picture, as seen in Fig. 6͑e͒, drawn for d 21 ϭ0, d 22 ϭ1. An isolated ''island'' of unfaithfulness appears centered around T*Ӎ0.75 and *Ӎ0.7 while at low temperatures and densities, T*Շ0.2 and *Շ0.1, a distinct region of failure arises. Increasing the cluster-cluster coefficient, d 22 , does not improve the situation: Although the unfaithful island around T*ϭ0.75 shrinks and disappears, the low-T, small-region grows substantially! Finally, however, the rather natural balanced choice d 21 ϭd 22 ϭ1, leads to faithfulness for the entire set of test points. Indeed, this probably represents a reasonable starting point in the representation of any attractive model when K(T) is employed to set the temperature scale as in Eq. ͑6.41͒. Note, incidentally, that faithfulness for the van der Waals fluid implies, as is readily checked numerically, that the chemical formulation correctly reproduces both the metastable and the unstable pieces of the ''van der Waals loops'' in the equation of state.
Faithfulness boundaries for K vdW "T…
As a check on the flexibility of our methods we also studied the situation when K vdW , as given in Eq. ͑6.38͒, is employed. The results prove fairly similar to those for K Ar . The minimal formalism is still very poor-quite comparable to Fig. 6͑a͒ . The pure excluded-volume form ͓Eq. ͑6.28͒, etc.͔ is better although quite similar to Fig. 6͑b͒ and, in particular, the critical point still fails to be caught in the faithful domain.
In an attempt to obtain better results while still invoking no temperature dependencies stronger than K vdW (T)ϳ1/T, we replaced the Arrhenius choice ͑6.41͒ by the cluster interactions On the other hand, one knows that exponential T dependencies proportional to e 1/T* certainly do arise in the vdW fluid, e.g., in the vapor-pressure and coexistence curves at low T*. Consequently, we also studied the HCAr assignment ͑6.41͒ in combination with K vdW . Then we found that the choice d 21 ϭ10, d 22 ϭ0 gave good results, down to at least T*ϭ0.04, where 0 *տ0.98.
Some conclusions
This exploratory study of an attractive physical system teaches a concrete lesson: Chemical formulations successful in terms of faithfulness ͑and convexity͒ must explicitly incorporate attractive cluster-monomer and, preferably, cluster-cluster interactions. However, the monomer-cluster interactions prove clearly more important, as might well be expected since these are of lower order in the overall density. It is interesting-although not surprising-to observe that the addition of attractive terms to D(u,w) ͑e.g., to the monomer-cluster interactions͒ makes the residual monomer-monomer forces less attractive, in that the corresponding interaction function E(u) increases for all values of u from its value for a purely repulsive D. Evidently, since the free energy must match at all densities, subtracting from one part requires compensation in another. For a van der Waals fluid, the chemical description is improved by increasing the attractions of the clusters for monomers at the expense of monomer-monomer attractions: The same is probably true for other models with nonspecific interactions. Finally, we remark that although satisfactory chemical representations could be obtained when using the physically unacceptable association constant K vdW (T), the acceptable Arrhenius form led more easily to faithful forms that also required less extreme parameter values ͑e.g., d 21 ϭ3 in place of d 21 ϭ10͒.
VII. SUMMARY
Our analysis has explored the consequences of a chemical association formalism in which only a single cluster type is considered. While such a framework is not new, we have-apparently for the first time-derived detailed virialexpansion matching relations to fifth order in the overall density ͓see Eqs. ͑3.11͒ and ͑3.22͒ and Appendix B͔ and presented an explicit procedure for constructing exact ''chemical representations,'' i.e., multicomponent free energies expressed in terms of monomers and clusters, for arbitrary ''physical'' thermodynamics, specified in terms of the monomer densities alone. Our clusters, however, are ''thermodynamic'' and, except at low temperatures and densities, do not generally correspond to a precise microscopic definition; rather, they are identifiable by the interaction free energies they generate.
The construction of the closed-form chemical descriptions is set out in Sec. IV for both two-component and single-component physical systems: see Eqs. ͑2.8͒, ͑4.7͒, ͑4.13͒, and ͑2.20͒, ͑4.19͒, ͑4.23͒, respectively. The formulation allows significant freedom that proves valuable to the practical success of the representations: Indeed, to develop expressions valid over all regions of interest in the temperature-density plane ͑thereby overcoming the faithfulness limitations uncovered in Sec. V͒, one may exploit this flexibility, as demonstrated in Sec. VI, where various examples have been successfully analyzed.
Such exact chemical representations permit one to characterize precisely, at a thermodynamic level, the types of interactions which must be present among the effective ''pairs'' ͑which stand in for clusters of all sizes͒ and the modified monomers ͑which, loosely, are no longer allowed to ''cluster''͒. As the explicitly worked examples of the ideal gas, hard-core liquids, and van der Waals fluid, in Sec. VI reveal, the monomer-monomer interactions are modified repulsively in accord with the order-by-order matching results of Sec. III. The cluster interactions-both with monomers and with other clusters-may be specified arbitrarily to a fair degree. However, as found in Sec. VI, the interactions that yield faithful representations over a broad range of temperature and density, reflect natural, intuitive expectations. Thus, attractive cluster-monomer interactions prove of dominant importance for the van der Waals fluid, in comparison with cluster-cluster interactions which enter in higher order in the overall density.
In all cases, one must also note that the selection of an appropriate association constant, K(T), calls for care. The points at issue are reviewed critically in Appendix A and illustrated in Sec. VI F.
It should be emphasized that the associative treatment presented here for hard-core ͑or other high-temperature͒ systems is not purely academic; rather, it is essentially a requirement of any chemical association scheme. Thus, as explained in Appendix A, the demands of thermal stability strongly indicate that one should employ an association constant, K(T), which does not vanish even when T→ϱ: see Eq. ͑A5͒. The mass-action laws then imply the presence of clusters even at the highest temperatures. However, as demonstrated via the examples in Secs. VI D and VI E, our formalism readily accommodates such ''artificial association'' without any violence to the proper physical thermodynamic behavior.
In ongoing work we are using explicit chemical formulations for the restricted primitive model of an electrolyte and its extensions. We plan to incorporate the known hightemperature behavior 54 and 2 and 5/2 density-expansion terms 55 into appropriate cluster-interaction functions and to use the insights of Appendix A to select better ionic association constants for the formation of Bjerrum ion pairs. But beyond these immediate applications, we hope the present work will usefully inform the character of interactions introduced in other approximate chemical formulations. As an example, a chemical description of a suitable, purely repulsive reference system might be combined, using the matching relations of Sec. III, with leading virial coefficients to produce an associative approximation for interesting systems with attractions. Such approaches may warrant further exploration.
cal and, furthermore, can lead to serious violations of thermodynamics. Consequently, the finiteness of K when T →ϱ must be contemplated-see below and Secs. VI D and VI E.
When implementing a chemical formulation, the interplay between the thermal properties of the full system and of individual ''clusters,'' ''complexes,'' or ''pairs'' proves crucial. Technically, this hinges on the fact-evident from the low-density, ideal-gas limit-that the association constant, K(␤), must be treated as a partition function that, in effect, embodies the physical properties of a single cluster, C. 19, 26 See Eq. ͑2.7͒ and, as a simple, explicit example, the form ͑6.11͒. Thermodynamics dictates that the ͑configurational͒ energy of a single cluster is is the equilibrium density of clusters under the reaction AϩB C. The first term in the last part of Eq. ͑A3͒ is, thus, just the sum of the individual cluster contributions to the total energy. In the following term, uϭ a eq and vϭ b eq are, similarly, the corresponding monomer densities, while U ϩ ex (T)ϭϪ(‫ץ‬ f ϩ ex ‫)␤ץ/‬ is the potential energy density of the monomer and cluster interactions only.
Consider, now, some of the implications of Eqs. ͑A2͒ and ͑A3͒, taking, for definiteness, systems with hard-core particles and only attractive ͑i.e., nonpositive͒ interaction potentials. Then, to be reasonable, the cluster energy, u c (T), should never be positive. It follows that KЈ(␤)у0 so that K cannot increase when T increases ͓which restriction ͑A1͒ obeys͔. Physically, one must also suppose that a cluster's energy is bounded below by some finite, attainable value, say u 0 ϵϪ 0 Ͻ0. Then Eq. ͑A2͒ implies the variation Kϳe ␤ 0 when ␤→ϱ, or T→0 ͑although prefactors varying less strongly with ␤ may, of course, be present͒. Needless to say, this is standard and is exemplified, e.g., by the Bjerrum, Ebeling, and Levin-Fisher prescriptions. 21, 25, 30 Note, however, that a weaker divergence to ϱ when ␤→ϱ, e.g., as K Ϸk ϱ ␤ ͑with Ͼ0͒ implies u c (T)→0 when T→0 which, clearly, is not physical.
On the other hand, if K(T) vanishes as (␤Ϫ␤ 0 ) when ␤→␤ 0 ϩ, in other words switches off at some ␤ 0 у0 as in Eq. ͑A1͒, the cluster energy diverges to Ϫϱ as u c ϷϪ/(␤Ϫ␤ 0 )-that is hardly consistent with a reasonable chemical picture! Beyond these elementary observations, the partitionfunction character of K(T) implies the convexity of the individual cluster free energies and amounts to the further condition KЉ͑␤ ͒K͑ ␤͒у͓KЈ͑␤͔͒ 2 ; ͑A4͒ see, e.g., Ref. 28 . This, in turn, ensures that u c (T) increases monotonically with T so that, equivalently, the configurational specific heat of an individual cluster is positive. Conversely, if Eq. ͑A4͒ fails for some range of ␤, an unphysical negative cluster specific heat is implied; indeed, if K vanishes for ␤ 0 у0 the specific heat diverges to Ϫϱ! Furthermore, suppose that at some given temperature, ͑A1͒, that K(␤) does switch off-even discontinuouslythen convexity is violated and a negative cluster specific ͑or latent͒ heat are necessarily entailed. The derivation of Eq. ͑A5͒ also proves that the ''activated'' or ''Arrhenius'' expression, Kϭke ␤ , corresponding to equality in Eq. ͑A5͒ and a fixed cluster energy, u c (T)ϭϪ, is the marginal form for satisfying Eq. ͑A4͒. In particular, taking K(␤) as any ͑finite͒ polynomial in ␤ is not adequate.
These observations bear directly on the overall thermal stability of the chemical picture which demands that the total configurational energy U conf (T), given in Eq. ͑A3͒, increases monotonically with T. 28 Clearly, a nonmonotonic cluster energy, u c (T) in Eq. ͑A3͒ can, for sufficiently large ͑and slowly varying͒ c eq (T), lead to a failure of monotonicity for the total energy, U conf (T). Indeed, for the Bjerrum and Ebeling choices of K(T) for the RPM electrolyte, this is precisely the mechanism that yields the observed negative specific heats over a range of densities and intermediate temperatures: see Ref. 20 . But the effect is by no means limited to simple ionic models.
Of course, moderate nonmonotonicity in u c (T) could be overwhelmed by other stronger contributions to U conf (T), thereby maintaining overall thermal stability. It is clear, nevertheless, that any ''intrinsically reasonable'' chemical picture of a cluster should ensure that u c (T) never decreases with T: that will be the case if and only if Eq. ͑A4͒ is satisfied or, equivalently, if K(T) has some partition-function form. Since this implies K ϱ ϵK(T→ϱ)Ͼ0, the mass action law, c ϷK a b , makes the seemingly paradoxical prediction that particles interacting only through hard-core repulsions may, nonetheless, ''form associated pairs.'' For such a system, the physical second virial coefficient must be positive; but in the chemical picture the mass-action law alone implies a negative second virial coefficient! Therefore, without some ''corrections'' such as we provide in Secs. III and IV, a simple chemical picture cannot yield acceptable behavior at all temperatures.
APPENDIX B: HIGH-ORDER MATCHING CONDITIONS
To state the higher order matching relations for twocomponent systems, recall the abbreviations ͑3.14͒ and introduce
